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URBANOLOGY
& other things
Raw stories from the field

URBAN MOBILITY DNA by Studio Schwitalla
This analytic visualisation aims to illustrate
the invisible clusters of passengers circulating
horizontally through the city as pedestrians and
in cars, buses, subways, and trams. The vertical
circulation in elevators appears as a rain shower
of people. The result is the script of a generic city
written in the language of urban mobility
Courtesy of Studio Schwitalla
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LET IT RAIN
Clean water from the skies
To address the world’s insufficient water supply issue, it is not only sensible to
consider deriving clean drinking water from the moisture in the air, it is also highly
gratifying. Simply because it makes such perfect sense to do so. (At the self-same
time, it’s rather shameful to realise that it is only now that modern humans are
finally getting round to figuring out a pure and simple method to achieve this). Lo!
Whether out of thin air or via the rain that showers down, ways and means have
been developed to avail of the water we need in our lives using very little in the
way of materials and technology.
SILVIA ANNA BARRILÀ

WARKA 02 BY ARTURO VITTORI
Image: Architecture and Vision
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beauty and medical industries. Testing has been taking place at Köveskál, in Hungary’s Balaton Uplands
National Park, where the geographic parameters are
the most favourable.
Ivanka’s exhibition concept and global communications campaign for Design Week was also intended
as a teaser for their presentation at the upcoming
EXPO Milan in 2015 (01 May – 31 October). "The

respond to the issue. Their idea is to use rainwater
and filter it through bio-concrete, which is PH neutral and bio-compatible with water. The project was
first presented during Milan Design Week in April
and drew a lot of attention: a temporary building
called the RainHouse was realised, a full-scale demonstration model of the rainwater factory. Under the
motto Drink Rain!, Ivanka organised tasting sessions
to surprise their visitors with a tangible result: a glass
of purified rainwater from the bottled harvests of
the previous months. "It was our intention to make
the debut of our innovation at an event where the
community of architects and designers is best represented," Ivanka explained, "as they are the people
responsible for specifying the systems in projects.
Since the exhibition, we have indeed received loads
of request from professionals."

WARKA 02 BY ARTURO VITTORI
Image: Architecture and Vision
Photos: Gabriele Rigon

The RainHouse idea was inspired by the fact that
rain is the initial, most important, and purest renewable source in the freshwater cycle. “We should use
this resource more, and better”, according to Ivanka.
"The biological value of celestial, sun-distilled rainwater is high. Ivanka’s concrete technology and rainwater management system preserves pure rainwater,
thus providing access to high quality water for families and industries. The use of rain for grey water
purposes (watering our plants, flushing the toilet
etc.), as well as for the best drinking water, is the
missing link in ecological housing."

Water supply is one of the most challenging global issues of today, and architects and designers are
contributing to the challenge of how to produce
the highest quality drinking water with the smallest
ecological footprint. Italian architect Arturo Vittori,
for example, has developed Warka 02 a 12-metre
tall, inexpensive, easy-to-assemble structure that
produces potable water from air. Conceived for
communities in rural parts of Ethiopia that lack access to safe drinking water, it expands the possibilities of collecting rainwater, dew, and fog. The tower
weighs around 90 kilograms and consists of five
modules that can be built and assembled by local
villagers without the need for scaffolding or electrical equipment. The tower is estimated to collect up
to 100 litres of drinking water per day through a
special fabric suspended inside the structure.
Hungarian company Ivanka is also making efforts to

BIO-RRIFIC
But how does it work? The complex rainwater management system is based on Ivanka’s material innovation, bio-concrete. Both the technical specifications
of the material and the process itself distinguish this
new system from traditional methods of rainwater
collection. The technology allows the filtering of
raw rain in a strictly natural way, without chemicals.
The storage tanks can be placed directly inside a
building, or large-scale rainwater factory buildings
can also be built separately. This latter solution is
targeting governments and industrial players in the
HORECA sector of the food industry, as well as the
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project is to continue during the World Expo, as it is
perfectly in line with the main Expo theme: Feeding
the Planet. Energy for Life. We have the opportunity
to join different educational programmes, together
with an event for children to taste and learn about
water derived from rain as a sustainable aboveground resource, and independent satellite events in
the city that demonstrate urban models of technology. A locally accredited rain centre is to be built, with
measured and controlled water provided for visitors,
and we have received an invitation to exhibit in the
Hungarian pavilion." ‹

vittori-lab.com
architectureandvision.com
drinkrain.com
ivanka.hu

RAINHOUSE BY IVANKA
Campaign image: Ivanka
Photos: Ivanka
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